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ACROSS
Rat in stronghold speared by man (9)1
Person filling in column almost completely 
out of sequence (5)

6

Minx in a concert hall arranged help for 
audition (8,7)

9

Fail to see one featured in extensive Time 
issue (8)

10

One's not accepting initial salary - it's a 
cultural trend (3,3)

11

Unnecessary injections given by head of 
surgery (8)

12

Large number supporting column (4)14
Time to do something with diplomacy (4)17
Tree-lopper's tool worked as a winch (8)19
Shocking temperature and smoke returned (6)23
Difficulty is not admitted by artiste who 
composed (3,5)

24

TV programme's approach in a tiny studio 
varied (9,6)

26

Safeguard reduced mass of rocks found on the 
side of a mountain (5)

27

Last crop of vegetables put in near shed 
somehow should be controlled (9)

28

DOWN
Confused echidnas, giving up, for instance, 
moved very slowly (6)

1

Writer's ending edited out of grating novel (7)2
Likes final part of will sealed by represented 
heiress? (8)

3

Religious leader converted a loyal atheist 
with ties severed (9)

4

One in a group knocked back hard work (4)5
Drinker being prepared to get some exercise 
(6)

6

Bread and some butter, say, included in tea 
(7)

7

After a short time is the wine spoiled? (8)8
Crafty proprietor from wineshop repositioned 
beer at the back? (9)

13

Numerical information about work positions 
(8)

15

Carpenter's tool may cut this opening 
completely (2,1,5)

16

Clubs dealt with recent, noisy commotion (7)18
Back section of a horse becomes dry (7)20
Members of staff in a legal conclusion (6)21
Pounded beam into foundation (6)22
The German state exporting energy is 
productive (4)
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